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Context 
Carbon Emissions from Buildings   

Buildings are the single biggest contributor to energy 

consumption in the UK, accounting for approximately 

44% of the country’s total CO2 emissions 

(this doesn’t include building them!)

Non-Domestic buildings are responsible for 18% of 

CO2 emissions. 

Source: Carbon Trust, Low Carbon Refurbishment of Buildings



IMPORTANCE OF THE EXISTING BUILDING STOCK

THIS IS THE SCALE OF THE CHALLENGE



The Big issue is HEAT



By the 1980s gas central heating was considered to be a standard feature.

40 Years of UK Residential Heating 

(Source:  DECC, Energy Consumption in the UK, 2010)
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System Efficiency +  The Multiplier Effect



Halve the demand



Double the efficiency of all systems



Decarbonise the energy supply by 50% How to achieve an 80% cut in the 

carbon impact of the built 

environment

The multiplier 

effect



Building Design

20th century

Building

Shelter
Architects and Builders

Building Services

Comfort
Engineers and Installers



Building Design

21st Century

Building

Shelter and Comfort
Env Engineer/Architect

Main Contractor

Building Services

Comfort Trimming
Adaptation to change

Specialist Contractors / FM



21st Century - Integrated Building Design

• It is common experience that a building can be 

comfortable in Spring and Autumn without Building 

Services

• Understanding why and the influence of fabric and 

construction on comfort is required to integrated design.

• Avoid building services where possible they use energy



10XE

"Factor Ten" and the Nonviolent Overthrow 

of Bad Engineering

Amory Lovins - Rocky Mountain institute

• AIM

• limit heating loads

• limit cooling loads

• Reduce fabric transmission 

• Create a pleasant environment

• HOW

• Insulate

• Airtight

• Ventilate for People

• Avoid solar gain

• Avoid electrical load

• Velocity control

• Building services efficiency and control



Building Design

• What happens when you reduce the peak load ?

• Architecture becomes possible



Working Backwards

• Start with the result you want – The Design Ambition

• Unpick this in detail – Design Process

• Work out how to deliver each segment as easily as possible – Engineering



The result wanted

‘A building which can maintain comfort using 

ambient conditions alone.’

• Elements of this statement

• Building

• Comfort

• Ambient conditions

• We need to understand each element



Using Ambient conditions

• What are they and when do they occur



21st Century Integrated design

• It is common experience that a building can be comfortable in Spring and 

Autumn without Building Services

• Understanding why and the influence of fabric and construction on comfort 

is required to integrated design.

• Avoid building services where possible they use energy



A low energy building is designed to isolated the inside environment 
from the outside environment

Now we can reduce the loads dramatically by good design and 
construction.

How can we use the ambient conditions to create comfort so a 
building is warm when its cold outside and cool when its hot outside 

The first step is to notice this happens at the edges of the seasons and 
understand why and seek to increase the effect
This Is BUILDING PHYSICS



Collect ambient heat/cool where possible 

Understand the role of energy storage

collect

store

deliver



Fulcrum Consulting

Continuous Controlled Innovation



Solar Radiation

Temperature
Diurnal fluctuation



Norwich, UK Latitude: 52.7 N

Longitude: 1.7 E



Buildings Low Energy Design Principles

Airtight

Thermaly isolated

Shaded

Controlled Ventilation

Stable



Fan Laws

• Volume proportional to rpm

• POWER ABSORBED by the fan varies as (rpm)³ 

• slower and bigger fan better

• Velocity pressure

• ½ ρv²  

• Reducing from 8 m/s to 2 m/s is a factor of 16

• Make ductwork and AHU’s bigger



Airtight and ‘Super’ Insulated

UK 1999

Oxford university

University of East Anglia 1990



We visited Sweden to find an answer with Fabric Thermal Energy Storage utilising full fresh 
air and ventilated precast concrete ‘Thermodeck’ slabs 



The next building we built at the University of East 
Anglia used this approach and has proven to be a 
game changer

The Elizabeth Fry Building remained the lowest 
energy use building in the UK for a decade and 
when it was revisited by the CIBSE PROBE team last 
year 2015 it was still performing well and well liked 
by occupant and facilities managers alike



Elizabeth Fry - Summary of Input Energy
kWh/sq.metre/annum for prior 52 week period
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Part of achieving the excellent results was a post 
occupancy evaluation process that is now making its way 
into UK building regulations
Now Called ‘Soft Landings’  W.Bordass



Elizabeth Fry Building UEA
The PROBE study

The PROBE studies are a series of post occupancy studies 

looking at performance and energy as part of a CIBSE and 

government research project www.usablebuildings.co.uk





'Commodity Firmness and Delight'

• The Vitruvian ideal frequently quoted in Architecture, less so in 

engineering .

• In Architectural Engineering this is our joint ambition.

• What are the implications ?

Architectural Engineering



Human Beings



http://www.cibse.org/getmedia/e21f2633-
cebb-4440-99bf-d48312f4f764/Comfort_Calc-
Guidance.pdf.aspx

CIBSE Knowledge Portal
All Publications are accessible to members 
http://www.cibse.org/knowledge

KS06 Comfort
TM52 Avoiding overheating in European Buildings

Adaptive Comfort Tool



Overheating as defined in the latest CIBSE guidance TM52
The limits to comfort in free running European buildings

The limits to acceptable comfort temperature follow the running mean 
external temperature in a free running building



'Delight'

• The point where Environmental Engineering and Architecture 

converge 

• The building must deliver :-

Comfort , Forgiveness , Pleasure.



ARCHITECTS

A trip to Seville with 20 architectural students and a thermal imaging camera

The changes can be 

‘Seasonal’

or 

‘Day to Day’

‘It takes time to heat an object up 

or cool it down’



‘PLEA’ 
http://www.plea2016.org/index.html

• Passive Low Energy Architecture, now a legislative requirement, 

• This is our chance to understand each other, to bring together the 
objective and the subjective.

• We must take this chance and use it to learn to engineer beauty



Armagh Theatre – a result of teaching 
architects about heat and light 



Brighton Library  PFI winner and Stirling Prize Finalist





The controlled Edge

Site and Climate

Sun and Wind 

Orientation and Shade



Massive Central Concrete Tables as in Seville Cathedral  stabilises temperature

Air delivered to the slabs in surrounding rooms is dumped in the main space 

extracted by wind towers

5000sqm no other means of heating or cooling

Brighton Library



Fabric Energy Storage in Hot Climates

Lulu Hypermarket  Oman

Commercial Centre  Jeddah

www.ecostructures.net



PAHS 
Passive Annual Heat Storage

Rocky mountain Research Centre –
John Hait

Another search and late night watching of survivalist videos revealed this building 
constructed in 1981 – Geodome - Missoula Montana



PAHS Underground Buildings



Earth Tube Ventilation



Mile End Park 

London 2000

Insulating umbrella and earth tube ventilation



MILE END PARK - London

Passive Annual Heat Storage



Air intake

CULVERTS 

in Norwegian Schools



ICAX 

Inter - seasonal Heat Transfer

Engineers teaching with Architects





Finally ICAX is being used as originally envisaged

• Summer Heat to De Ice Surfaces – Heathrow



www.icax.co.uk I 020 7253 5981

Carbon Trust Demonstration 

Howe Dell Sustainable School





Light Touch

Dept for Education – Schools for the Future 
Challenge



Light Touch  DRMM

WC

STAIR

STAIR

STAIR

LIFT



Renewable Energy

• Renewable Energies are generally ambient

• Renewable Energy fluctuates

• Some Renewable Energy is stored energy - biomass



Electricity

• An energy vector

• A way of moving useful energy from one place to another

• A way of converting energy from one form to another

• The elecricity grid with central generation and central control from 

National Grid is seriously challenged by electrification of heat and 

vehicles

• Added to this is distributed generation from renewables



Understanding Energy by Purpose

• Light

• Movement

• Data

• Temperature Change



The Built Environment

Temperature Change 

and Comfort are storage 

opportunities

Which can assist with 

demand response



The Problem of Existing Building Stock     

Substantial demand reduction for existing buildings  
requires fabric performance improvements

The option of over cladding would be suitable for 
many buildings, but many of our cities are defined 
by their architecture and over cladding would 
destroy the heritage

Driving down carbon emissions in historic city 
centres requires a strategy for low carbon 
‘renewable’ heating and cooling



By working together at city neighbourhood 
scale, building owners and occupiers could 
make a much greater difference in terms of 
return on investment, both in terms of cost 
and carbon reduction, than by acting 
alone.’

For more information
http://www.decc.gov.uk

Secondary Heat



The Built Environment ‘Temperature Resource’

Body 37C

Typical UK year -1 to 28C

Green zone is comfort 

Externally in UK we have more cold 
resource than hot
Internally more hot than cold

http://reviews.diy.com/2191-en_gb/9271380/reviews.htm
http://reviews.diy.com/2191-en_gb/9271380/reviews.htm
http://ovens.medhta.com/?p=2495
http://ovens.medhta.com/?p=2495
http://www.hiwtc.com/photo/products/21/00/14/1498.jpg
http://www.hiwtc.com/photo/products/21/00/14/1498.jpg
http://newsroom.electrolux.com/uk/wp-content/common/photos_uk/zanussi-quadro-zrb935nx2-large-capacity-fridge-freezer.jpg
http://newsroom.electrolux.com/uk/wp-content/common/photos_uk/zanussi-quadro-zrb935nx2-large-capacity-fridge-freezer.jpg


Urban Heat Networks and UTES   

Many cities demonstrate simultaneous heat demand from 
some buildings and heat excess in others



Matching Load Profiles       

By introducing UTES, simultaneous heat sharing opportunities can be substantially 
increased by looking for heat balance over the year



• UTES is a system which utilises Interseasonal Heat Transfer (IHT). This 

involves the storage of excess energy

• from summer for use in winter heating applications, and the storage of 

cooling potential from winter

• for free cooling in summer. 

• Cool Store• Warm Store

Cooling Buildings

Warming Buildings

Heat Gain

Underground Thermal Energy Storage; The Principle

Free Cooling

Heat Pump



ATES - Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage

Seasonal storage of coolth and heat



The Dutch Experience

The work of IF Technology in Holland has explored 
the potential in both new developments and 
existing campuses.

At Eindhoven University, new buildings with 
interseasonal net cooling requirement are 
connected into a site-wide heat network along 
with older buildings with net heating 
requirement, with a connected peak load of 
20MW.

Uninsulated MDPE pipework for distribution 
network



Eindhoven Technical University, the largest ATES system in 
the Netherlands

Eindhoven Technical University’s energy storage system is 
located on the university campus. The completed 
groundwater system will comprise 24 warm and 24 cold 
wells, with a combined capacity of 3,000m³/hour. The wells 
are connected to a distribution network, which will supply 
heat and cold to buildings connected to it. 



Amsterdam Study



Key Thermal planning – location of heating and cooling 
loads and relation to well clusters; simulating Hydrothermal 
Contours

Phasing and underground heat mapping 



75

London Hydrogeology



Thermal Storage Feasibility Mapping

• Mapping feasibility of 

Aquifer Thermal Energy 

Storage



Growth of ATES in Netherlands



Interseasonal Heat Transfer

Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage Ground 

Source Heat Pumps

• Passenger Terminal “Oostelijke Handelskade” Amsterdam

• Cold storage: 3,500 kW 

• Operational since: 2000



Greenwich Maritime Museum London



National Maritime museum Greenwich



IFtech

Metro Pacifico, Madrid (Spain)



IKEA has been built in Amersfoort in the 
Netherlands. This new store is being cooled 

and heated using an underground energy 
storage system, which has a cooling capacity of 

approximately 1,900kW. 



The new K2 building

• LSBU’s new teaching facility
• 4 lecture theatres

• 10 classrooms

• 12 simulated hospital environments

• Staff office space

• Roof top energy centre CEREB

• http://www.cereb.org.uk/



Opened 23rd June 2010

Mayor of London, Boris Johnson 



Ground Source Heat Pumps

• In K2 the ground source is in the structural 

pile foundations

• 173 piles

• 22 –25 m deep

• Monitored for temperature and structural 

loads

• 500 kW reverse cycle for heating and 

cooling





May 2016
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BEN – InnovateUK 2016



Problem: heat networks not delivering,

even with incentives

• Require long-term commitments from multiple partners

• Expensive – large capital outlay

• Long development period – multiple permissions and wayleaves

required

• Inflexible

• Don’t provide cooling

• Lots of innovative solutions for heating,  cooling, electricity and 

CO2,but NO drivers for each to create a holistic solution

Copyright © BEN Consortium 2016
88

This is a market failure



Solution: Balanced Energy 

Network

Copyright © BEN Consortium 2016 89

CW Heat Network
• Heating AND Cooling
• Heat sharing dividend
• Low cost infrastructure
• Allows energy storage

Building 1

Building 2

Well Well
Water distribution for heating and cooling 5-20 degrees 

1

1

High temp heat pump
• Opens up retrofit market
• Works with existing emitters

2

2

Flexible aggregator
• Creates opportunities for 

monetising BEN systems
• Activates existing electrical 

distribution as asset
• Assists grid balancing 

3

3

Demand response
• Extends capacity to monetise
• Can reduce emissions further

4

4

Additional buildings
• Allows modular growth

6

6

Future tech
• Platform for future tech

?

7

7

Fuel cell calciner
• Absorbs carbon
• Generates heat and power

GAS

CO2

removed
from air

5

5

electricityheat



Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage for 

neighborhood cooling 

Well Head

Drilling Well

Well Head

Heat Exchange

Plant Space 

Uninsulated UPV  Distribution Pipe 



CEREB http://www.cereb.org.uk/

Current Research Focus 

• Using entire university as a test lab for future BEN ICAX Ltd

• Explaining Buildings and Inspiring Change to All

• Linking Energy simulation to Demand Control Demand logic Ltd

• Avoiding errors in design and construction – Collaborative Working 

ending the Performance Gap CIBSE / Teamwork 

• Accelerating the ‘research – best practice – normal ‘ cycle

• The challenge of energy  efficiency – Developing new business 

models


